
Immigration Outside the Law: Hiroshi
Motomura's Critique of U.S. Immigration
Policy

Hiroshi Motomura's book, Immigration Outside the Law, is a
comprehensive critique of U.S. immigration policy. Drawing on history, law,
and social science, Motomura argues that the U.S. immigration system is
fundamentally flawed and that it has failed to meet the needs of the nation.
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Motomura begins his book by examining the history of U.S. immigration
policy. He shows how the U.S. has historically welcomed immigrants, but
that this welcome has been conditional. Immigrants have been expected to
conform to American norms and values, and they have been excluded
when they have failed to do so. This conditional welcome has created a
system of immigration that is both exclusionary and assimilationist.
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Motomura then turns his attention to the current state of U.S. immigration
law. He argues that the law is a complex and often contradictory maze that
makes it difficult for immigrants to navigate. The law also creates incentives
for immigrants to enter the country illegally and to remain in the country
without authorization. This has led to a large and growing population of
undocumented immigrants in the U.S.

Motomura concludes his book by offering a series of proposals for
reforming U.S. immigration policy. He argues that the U.S. needs to adopt a
more welcoming and inclusive approach to immigration. He also calls for
the creation of a path to citizenship for undocumented immigrants.

Motomura's book is a timely and important contribution to the debate over
U.S. immigration policy. His critique of the current system is well-founded
and his proposals for reform are sensible and practical. Immigration
Outside the Law is a must-read for anyone interested in the future of
immigration in the United States.

Main Arguments of Immigration Outside the Law

Motomura's main arguments in Immigration Outside the Law are that:

The U.S. immigration system is fundamentally flawed.

The U.S. has historically welcomed immigrants, but this welcome has
been conditional.

The current state of U.S. immigration law is a complex and often
contradictory maze that makes it difficult for immigrants to navigate.

The law also creates incentives for immigrants to enter the country
illegally and to remain in the country without authorization.



This has led to a large and growing population of undocumented
immigrants in the U.S.

Implications of Motomura's Arguments

Motomura's arguments have a number of implications for the U.S.
immigration system. First, they suggest that the system is not working as
intended. The system is not effectively controlling immigration, and it is not
meeting the needs of the nation.

Second, Motomura's arguments suggest that the U.S. needs to adopt a
more welcoming and inclusive approach to immigration. The current
system is too exclusionary and assimilationist. It creates barriers for
immigrants who want to come to the U.S. and it makes it difficult for them to
succeed once they arrive.

Third, Motomura's arguments suggest that the U.S. needs to create a path
to citizenship for undocumented immigrants. The current system creates a
permanent underclass of undocumented immigrants who live in fear of
deportation. This is not only unfair, but it also undermines the rule of law.

Potential Solutions to the Challenges Raised by Motomura

Motomura offers a number of potential solutions to the challenges raised by
his arguments. These solutions include:

Reforming the immigration law to make it more welcoming and
inclusive.

Creating a path to citizenship for undocumented immigrants.

Increasing funding for immigration enforcement and border security.



Working with other countries to address the root causes of
immigration.

These solutions are not easy to implement, but they are necessary to
address the challenges facing the U.S. immigration system. Motomura's
book is a valuable contribution to the debate over immigration reform, and it
should be read by anyone who is interested in the future of immigration in
the United States.

Hiroshi Motomura's book, Immigration Outside the Law, is a timely and
important contribution to the debate over U.S. immigration policy.
Motomura's critique of the current system is well-founded and his proposals
for reform are sensible and practical. Immigration Outside the Law is a
must-read for anyone interested in the future of immigration in the United
States.
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